A keen-eye procurer of ultra-luxury and premier lifestyle products, DMHOME takes pride in being at the forefront of the style and design industry in Thailand. From unique design pieces by world-leading designers and manufacturers to in-house customized home and interior furnishings at top-of-the-range specifications. DMHOME offers more.....here start to explore....
The finest in every sense
The finest in every sense. Knowing that the small details make a huge difference, DMHOME team has worked tirelessly with its customers—and design collaborators—in creating a perfect and personalised harmony of elements in their precious home.

“Completing a home décor—both practically and aesthetically.”
DMHOME continues to pace itself ahead of the rest by offering the most reliable service and unique experience to its loyal customers and collaborators.

“Turning all your design ambitions into realities.”

DMHOME team never ceases to bring out the best of creative inputs. Through various artistic and specialist processes, our design consultant teams take on every project with a sense of urgency and unrivalled passion. Ready to turn all the design ambitions into a true state of well-being and fulfilment for our highly valued customers.
‘Firmitas, utilitas, venustas’
— Vitruvius, de Architectura
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strength

usefulness

beauty
DMHOME has devised its product ranges and service operations into five separate categories.
Purified: Hundreds of choices filtered down for the best of the best. For the purest of dream and function—and for an intensity of comfort and beauty. Purified can date back to the beginning of DMHOME whose first business venture was focusing on the bathroom fittings and sanitary wares alone. Under Purified, the modern comfort through the use of newest bathroom innovations does not need to compromise with the design and beauty. Together with DMHOME team’s attentiveness for every finest detail, both technology and design—as well as style and function—can go a long way, hand in hand, for the user’s ultimate experience.

LUXE

Luxe: Luxury living starts here. Wondrous collections of spectacular hand-made and one-off products acquired from the world’s best designer brands.

Luxe specialises in high-end and ‘luxury to ultra-luxury’ collections of designer piece that need only speak for themselves. An inspiration range of chic and stylish, innovative designs by world class designers is constantly upgraded and enhanced to keep up with the World’s designs taken from around the globe. Couture striking, glamorous, distinguished or original are amongst the glossary of vocabulary often associated with Luxe collections.

advice & selection

Advice & Selection: From a client’s needs as our priority come bespoke selections of furnishing pieces. Expect only the top-of-the-range specifications, from start to finish.

Advice & Selection is where design and innovation become core to any interior project one has in mind. Whether an individual home owner or premier real-estate developer. Having direct access to the supply of DMHOME’s very own in-house bespoke collections—expect only the finest and most exquisite selections along with well-rounded guidance and support of experts and specialists from each division. Each design is set to be one-off, exclusive and refined to the finest touch, with a distinguished and enduring appeal.

LIBRARY

Library: Inviting spatial experience where arts fuse with innovations for those with an inquisitive mind.

Library is the ‘it’ space for showcasing the innovative, the multi-faceted and the fun, playful sides of DMHOME. Where the purest forms of expressions are bountiful and imagination knows no bound; and where arts, experiments and new, innovative products constantly appear to be inviting for its visitor to join in and experience. It is also where ideas from many different fields of design and nouvelle innovation can fuse and come to life.

INVENTORY

Inventory: A true treasure trove of eclectic and unique design goods. A trip worthy of a visit, for those in search for best finds.

Inventory — a true treasure trove of eclectic and unique products from other four sub-divisions; all of which contained inside this vast, warehouse-like space. Arrays of products are arranged in its own categories, making it easily accessible, even to the eye of a first-time visitor. The Inventory is a seamless blend of old and new, urban and rustic and function-based or dazzling, glamorous affairs. An injection of an element into space, like a striking piece acquired from Inventory, could turn the space one has it mind up and around.
HUNDREDS OF CHOICES FILTERED DOWN FOR THE BEST OF THE BEST. FOR THE PUREST OF DREAM AND FUNCTION—AND FOR AN INTENSITY OF COMFORT AND BEAUTY.

Purified
LUXURY LIVING STARTS HERE.
WONDROUS COLLECTIONS
OF SPECTACULAR HAND-MADE
AND ONE-OFF PRODUCTS ACQUIRED
FROM THE WORLD’S
BEST DESIGNER BRANDS.

LUXE
FROM A CLIENT’S NEEDS AS OUR PRIORITY COME BESPOKE SELECTIONS OF FURNISHING PIECES. EXPECT ONLY THE TOP-OF-THE-RANGE SPECIFICATIONS, FROM START TO FINISH.

advice & selection
INVITING SPATIAL EXPERIENCE WHERE ARTS FUSE WITH INNOVATIONS FOR THOSE WITH AN INQUISITIVE MIND.

LIBRARY
A TRUE TREASURE TROVE OF ECLECTIC AND UNIQUE DESIGN GOODS.
A TRIP WORTHY OF A VISIT, FOR THOSE IN SEARCH FOR BEST FINDS.

INVENTORY
At The Heart

From urban sleek metropolitan penthouse apartment to rustic, warm rustic luxury second home in the country, DMHOME is your go-to leading and integrated design firm for all your design solutions.

“Our expertise is to cater every bit of fulfilment and to create sumptuous delights to your home living.”

A keen-eye procurer of ultra luxury and premier lifestyle products, DMHOME is constantly expanding and upgrading its collections that feature pieces which become core to an interior display, completing any home décor—both practically and aesthetically. DMHOME customers include highly qualified individual home owners and the complete circle of people in the design industry, from individual home owners to architects, designers and real-estate developers. As the leading design and lifestyle brand for nearly three decades, we are at the forefront of the industry for style, design and luxury-lifestyle in Thailand and surrounding regions. Our brand ethos showcases our wide range of services and collections of products that we have acquired over time from the world-leading designers and manufacturers, each of which DMHOME takes pride in providing to its excellent customers.
Design is central to DMHOME, the procurer of premier luxury and refined home décor, who boasts such names. The firm specialises in luxury, high-end pieces that can convey befittingly to both sense and sensibility of the home owner, bridging the gap between a vague, dream-like inspiration and a true revelation. DMHOME also have expertise in sourcing a series of exclusive, high-end designer products to architects, designers as well as real-estate developers.